
CLARIFICATIONS AND PMU RESPONSES TO INITIAL SELECTION DOCUMENT (ISD) FOR EEP PHASE II PROJECTS 

S/N FIRM’S CLARIFICATIONS NEP-PMU RESPONSE 

 

1. 

For the specific experience Form 2.4.1 (a) it is not stated which 

type of supporting documentation shall be attached to the 

form. Normally a completion certificate is required.  

Copies of the following verifiable documents will be required: 

Signed letter of Award of contract; signed contract agreement; 

interim payment certificates; substantial/completion certificates 

including contact details of Employers. 

 

2. 

 

1.       The general experiences and specifically experiences 

can be shared between Group company and its equity 

associated subsidiaries or not ？ 

 

2.       the general experiences and specifically 

experiences can be shared between brothers company of 

one Group or not? 

 

3.       Financial Capabilities can be shared between 

Group company and its equity associated subsidiaries or 

not? 

Whilst the specific experience requirements can be met jointly 

(or in combination) by the participating joint venture (JV) 

members, the general experience requirements cannot. Each 

JV member must meet this requirement individually. (See Section 

III, 4.1 and 4.2(a)). 

 

------ Same as above ------- 

 

The financial capability requirements can be met jointly (or in 

combination) by all the JV members. (See Section III, 3.1). 

 

3. 

 A pre bidding meeting is NOT stated in the application 

document, as such, i would like to send a list of questions that 

would enable us to come up with the best design solution. 

also, can you please send or inform on how to get the 

technical audit of the locations to be electrified? Energy audit 

/ load profile to be more precise. 

We will be happy to receive your questions, which will be duly 

answered. A bidder's meeting will be held at the RFP stage. The 

load profile, energy audit and audit of electrical appliances will 

also be provided at the RFP stage. 

 

4. 

I'm preparing the initial selection document for project REA-

NEP/GO/IS/RFP/105/20A-G. Now, I have following question 

need your further clarification: 

 

 



 

From the document, we can see 

'A firm is not permitted to participate for initial selection for the 

same contract both as an individual firm and as a part of a joi

nt venture or as a subcontractor.' 

My question is: what does 'same contract' mean? Can one 

company participate different lots in the name of different JV 

with different partner? Either as lead member or non-lead 

member.  

 

 

 

 

Case 1. Company A (lead party) + Company B JV take part in 

Lot 1 and Company A (lead party) + Company C JV takes 

part in Lot 2 is allowed?  

 

Or 

 

Case 2. Company A (lead party) +Company B JV take part in 

Lot 1 and Company C (lead party) + Company A JV takes 

part in Lot 2 is allowed?  

 

2.  Let's assume a extreme scenarios: 

Company A joins with 7 different company to form 7 different 

JV, JV1-JV7, take part in Lot1-Lot7 respectively, in these 7 JV, 

Company A will act as non-lead member, is it possible for 

these 7 JV will awarded all 7 Lots or more than 2 Lots? 

 

 

 

“Same contract” means “Same Lot”. 

 

 

 

 

Yes, a company can participate in different lots as a joint venture 

(JV) partner. (See Addendum No. 1 to ISD).  “Applicant may 

propose to bid for more than one lot, but may not be awarded 

contracts for more than two (2) lots”. 

Yes, Case 1 is allowed. (See Addendum No. 1 to ISD). 

 

 

Yes, Case 2 is allowed. (See Addendum No. 1 to ISD). 

This is allowed. However, an “Applicant may propose to bid for 

more than one lot, but may not be awarded contracts for more 

than two (2) lots”. (See Addendum No. 1 to ISD). 

5 Is the Bidder to submit both the Technical Bid and Financial 

bids for this project? 

In the bid document shared there is no quantity for metering 

assets nor is there any provision for distribution assets. 

Applicants are not expected to submit the technical and 

financial proposals during the initial selection process.  

These proposals will be requested at the next stage of the 

Request for Proposals (RFP). 


